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Bringing together the practice of thirteen international artists, the exhibition Dreaming Mirrors
Dreaming Screens appeals to the intuitive mind and creativity beyond referential thinking. Departing
from the artists´ production, it navigates through narratives in the realm of surrealist
animation, abstraction and subjects of 'New Materialism' embracing the logic of the internet.

The concept of the show develops around notions of the screen as an interface for both the conscious
and the subconscious mind, as well as a surface for projections of communication and technological
abstraction. The exhibition aims to synchronize the intuitive mind with screens as doorways to lucid
states of both the rational and the dream-like. As Jean Baudrillard claims, "we used to live in the
imaginary world of the mirror and the stage. Today, we live in the imaginary world of the screen, the
interface and networks. We too have become screens." This entails states of increasing polarities.

Exploring perceptions of the 'Self' defined through screens – as entry gates and liminal, transitional
spaces of contemplation – the artists and the artwork speak via codes, signs and symbols, the
magical and transcendental, secrets, hidden information and 'behind the scenes' moments.

What happens to our sense of belonging, our social relationships and the 'Self', when the intuitive
mind becomes increasingly transformed by technology and removed from natural experiences and the
body? How do screens feel?

Text by Johannes Fricke Waldthausen

"The story of evolution unfolds with increasing levels of abstraction."
Raymond Kurzweil: How to Create a Mind (2012)

"Is this the place, they make you real?"
Quote from: A-I (2001), directed by Steven Spielberg

"The mind was dreaming. The world was its dream."
Jorge Luis Borges: The Infinite Library, Labyrinth (1941)

"Truth is a kind of absolute reality, if you can say so: surreality."
André Breton: Manifesto of Surrealism (1924)
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Sprüth Magers Berlin is concurrently presenting a solo exhibition by David Lamelas.

For more information and press enquiries, please contact Silvia Baltschun (sb@spruethmagers.com).

Opening reception: 28.01.2016, 6 – 9 pm.
Opening hours: Tue – Sat, 11 am – 6 pm
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